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1. If you’re a woman who got married before the age of eighteen, your marriage faces a 48 percent likelihood of divorce
within ten years.
Age matters. Study after study shows that the younger the married couple, the riskier the bond. The risk drops to 40 percent for women
who married at age eighteen or nineteen, drops further to 29 percent for women who married at age 20 to 24, and drops even further to
24 percent for women who married at age 25 or older.
(Source: Matthew Bramlett and Mosher, William (2000): First marriage dissolution, divorce, and remarriage: United States, Department
of Health and Human Services/National Center for Health Statistics, Advance Data, 23, 7-8.)
2. If you’re a woman who wants a child—either a first child or an additional child—much more strongly than your spouse
does, your marriage is more than twice as likely to end in divorce as the marriages of couples who agree on how much they
do or don’t want a child.
“One of the patterns we consistently see is that women tend to be more discontented in relationships than men are,” says Stephanie
Coontz, Director of Research and Public Education for the Council on Contemporary Families, “and women are the ones who tend to
initiate separations and divorces.” Here’s one reason why.
(Source: Rebecca Kippen et al. (2009): What’s love got to do with it? Homogamy and dyadic approaches to understanding marital
instability. Paper delivered at the Household, Income, and Labour Dynamics Survey Research Conference.)
3. If you have two sons, you face a 36.9 percent likelihood of divorce, but if you have two daughters, the likelihood rises to
43.1 percent.
These findings by Columbia University economist Kristin Mammen echo other studies linking the births of girls with elevated divorce rates.
A bright spot in Mammen’s research, however wan, is that after parents divorce, child-support payments show no gender disparity—girls
receive no less child support than boys.
(Source: Kristin Mammen (2008): The effects of children’s gender on divorce and child support. Paper presented at the American
Economic Association’s annual meeting.)
4. If you’re a man with high basal testosterone, you’re 43 percent more likely to get divorced than men with low testosterone
levels.
“This is something that evolutionary psychologists and everyday people should take account of,” says Coontz. “Hypermasculinity is neither
an evolutionary benefit nor an adaptive trait, especially nowadays, when the best predictor of a successful marriage is not the
specialization into two separate roles”—stereotypically male and stereotypically female—”but rather a convergence and a sharing of
roles.”
(Source: Mazur, Allan. Lanham, MD: Biosociology of Dominance and Deference, Rowman & Littlefield, 2005, p. 125.)
5. If your child has been diagnosed with ADHD, you are 22.7 percent more likely to divorce before that child turns eight
years old than parents of a child without ADHD.
“ADHD is a very challenging diagnosis,” says The Complete Divorce Handbook author Brette Sember, “and raising a child with this
disorder is expensive, stressful, and emotionally consuming. It’s definitely going to put a huge stress on a marriage.”
(Source: Brian Wymbs and Pelham, William (2008). Rate and predictors of divorce among parents of youth with ADHD. Journal of
Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 76 (5), 735-744.)
6. If you are currently married but have cohabited with a lover other than your current spouse, you are slightly more than
twice as likely to divorce than someone who has never cohabited.
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The same study by Ohio State University sociologists that produced this result also found that even those who cohabit only with their
future spouses “are still 83 percent more likely to experience a marital disruption relative to those that did not cohabit prior to marriage.”
Cohabitation statistics are hot buttons, used by some pundits to decry premarital sex and “shacking up.” A widely quoted 2003 study by
Western Washington University sociologist Jay Teachman found that women who cohabit with anyone besides their future husbands face
a raised divorce risk ranging from 55 to 166 percent, but that those who cohabit only with their future husbands face no elevated risk at
all.
(Source: Anna M. Cunningham (2007): Premarital cohabitation and marital disruption across time: new results from the NSFH 3, paper
delivered at the Population Association of America 2007 annual meeting.)
7. If you didn’t smile for photographs early in life, your marriage is five times more likely to end in divorce than if you smiled
intensely in early photographs.
Two tests, the first involving college yearbook photos and the second involving miscellaneous photos taken during participants’ youths,
yielded this finding. “People who are optimistic— and that’s what smiles tend to show in childhood—find it easier to get along with
people,” including the people they’re married to, asserts Coontz, who is also the author of Marriage: A History. Optimistic types “also
find it easier to put up with periods in life that might be difficult.” Nonetheless, she warns: “Optimism is certainly not going to protect you
from everything, so it’s no guarantee.”
(Source: Hertenstein, Matthew et al. (2009): Smile intensity in photographs predicts divorce later in life)
8. If your child has died after the twentieth week of pregnancy, during labor, or soon after labor, you are 40 percent more
likely to divorce than if you had not lost a child.
Few catastrophes throw relationships into chaos like the death of a child. Distraught parents blame each other, says Susan Pease Gadoua,
author of Stronger Day by Day: Reflections for Healing and Rebuilding After Divorce. When a child dies right before or after being born,
“the woman who was carrying the child often gets told that she should have ‘taken better care’ of the child. What’s really happening is
that these couples haven’t dealt adequately with their grief and they can’t form a bond anymore because this huge ball of grief is standing
in the way like a barricade.”
(Source: Katherine Gold et al. (2010). Marriage and cohabitation outcomes after pregnancy loss. Pediatrics, 125 (5).
9. If you’re a woman who has recently been diagnosed with cancer or multiple sclerosis, your marriage is six times more
likely to end in divorce than if your husband had been diagnosed with those diseases instead.
A study of “partner abandonment” revealed that husbands are six times more likely to leave sick wives than wives are to leave sick
husbands. “Men have a much harder time being caretakers than women do,” Sember observes. “Men find it hard to juggle that kind of
responsibility, particularly if the wife has always been the one to fill that role.” Moreover, “often women are more able to take time off
from work to care for an ill spouse than men are.”
(Source: MJ Glantz et al. (2009). Gender disparity in the rate of partner abandonment in patients with serious medical illness. Cancer, 115
(22).
10. If you’re a Caucasian woman and you’re separated from your spouse, there’s a 98 percent chance that you’ll be divorced
within six years of that separation; if you’re a Hispanic woman, the likelihood is 80 percent; if you’re an African-American
woman, the likelihood is 72 percent.
This doesn’t surprise Coontz. “Unfortunately, women tend to let their anger and disappointment build up for too long before expressing it.
They hint at what’s bothering them rather than being direct. By the time they’re mad enough to separate, something has died.” This
gloomy news about separations, Coontz says, “tells women to be very direct about what they want and need to change, and tells men to
listen to them.”
(Source: Matthew Bramlett and Mosher, William (2000): First marriage dissolution, divorce, and remarriage: United States, Department
of Health and Human Services/National Center for Health Statistics, Advance Data, 23, 7-8.)
11. If you’re a dancer or choreographer, you face a 43.05 percent likelihood of divorce, compared with mathematicians, who
face a 19.15 percent likelihood, and animal trainers, who face a 22.5 percent likelihood.
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Radford University industrial psychologist Michael Aamodt devised a formula for calculating the probabilities of marital success and failure
based on the career of one of the spouses. “The Internet is rife with statements regarding occupations with high divorce and suicide rates,”
says Aamodt, “but most of these statements are not based on research.” The study also found that massage therapists face a 38.22
percent likelihood of divorce, dentists face a slim 7.75 percent likelihood, and bellhops face a 28.43 percent likelihood.
(Source: Shawn McCoy and Aamodt, Michael (2010): A comparison of law-enforcement divorce rates with those of other occupations.
Journal of Police and Criminal Psychology, 25 (1), 1-16.)
12. If you’re a farmer or rancher, you face only a 7.63 percent likelihood of divorce, joined by other low-risk occupations
such as nuclear engineers, who face a 7.29 percent likelihood, and optometrists, who face a mere 4.01 percent likelihood.
In the Radford University study calculating divorce probabilities associated with occupations, the absolute safest marriages are those of
agricultural engineers, who face a minuscule 1.78 percent chance of divorce. “Though occupational differences in divorce rates can result
in some interesting discussions and theories,” says Aamodt, “the differences are most likely due to such non-occupational factors as age,
race, income, and personality rather than the occupation itself.”
(Source: Shawn McCoy and Aamodt, Michael (2010): A comparison of law-enforcement divorce rates with those of other occupations.
Journal of Police and Criminal Psychology, 25 (1), 1-16.)
13. If either you or your spouse have suffered a brain injury, your marriage faces a 17 percent chance of ending in divorce.
This is encouraging news, considering the high divorce rates associated with illness and other traumatic events. It’s not an eventuality that
anyone wants to contemplate, but the researchers conclude, “The rate of divorce after brain injury may, in fact, be much lower than
divorce rates for the general population.”
(Source: Jeff Kreutzer et al. (2010). The truth about divorce after brain injury. The Challenge, Winter 2010.)
14. If you’re an African-American woman, your first marriage has a 47 percent likelihood of ending in divorce within ten
years; for Hispanic women, the likelihood is 34 percent; for Caucasian women, it’s 32 percent; for Asian women, it’s 20
percent.
According to the US Department of Health and Human Services study that produced these findings, one-fifth of first marriages end within
five years and one-third end within ten years, across the board.
(Source: Matthew Bramlett and Mosher, William (2000): First marriage dissolution, divorce, and remarriage: United States, Department
of Health and Human Services/National Center for Health Statistics, Advance Data, 23, 7-8.)
15. If you’re a woman serving actively in the military, your marriage is 250 percent more likely to end in divorce than that of
a man serving actively in the military.
A Rand Corporation study found that while 6.6 percent of military women’s marriages dissolved, only 2.6 percent of military men’s did.
In every branch of the service and consistently over time, “rates of marital dissolution are substantially higher for women than for men,”
write the study’s authors, who speculate that perhaps “the military selects for women whose marriages would be at increased risk
regardless of their service.”
(Source: Benjamin Karney and Crown, John (2007). Families under stress: an assessment of data, theory, and research on marriage and
divorce in the military, Rand Corporation monograph prepared for the Office of the Secretary of Defense/National Defense Research
Institute.)
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Elset says:
August 6, 2010 at 2:49 pm
Hi Webmaster, If you’re interested in making money from your blog and driving thousands of free visitors to your website then i
will show you a secret way to build a Blog Empire that earned over $1,107,693! Just check it out now: http://tinyurl.com/newblogging-system

3. Threading says:
August 29, 2010 at 11:40 pm
wikipedia http://cthreadingt4ift.01DODGEPARTS.US/tag/wikipedia+Threading+hair/ : wikipedia…
hair…
4. prelude says:
September 15, 2010 at 12:09 am
honda http://xqz.cbr.202i.ca : honda…
system…

5.

viec lam says:
November 15, 2010 at 7:22 am
Hi, i read your blog sometimes and that i personal the same one and i was just questioning if you happen to get a whole lot of spam
feedback? If that’s the case how do you forestall it, any plugin or anything you can advocate? I’m getting so much these days it’s
driving me mad so any assist is very much appreciated. Anyway, in my language, there are usually not much good source like this.

6.

Crystle Birdwell says:
November 15, 2010 at 12:22 pm
Many thanks for the post. Please keep up the good work. I’ll be returning often.

7.

Krysten Mcfadin says:
November 15, 2010 at 4:56 pm
Life after death

8.

chronic myeloid leukemia says:
November 15, 2010 at 7:09 pm
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Thank you for give very good informations. Your web is very goodI am impressed by the information that you have on this blog. It
shows how well you understand this subject. Bookmarked this page, will come back for more. You, my friend, ROCK! I found
just the information I already searched everywhere and just couldn’t find. What a perfect site. Like this website your website is one
of my new favs.I like this information shown and it has given me some sort of desire to succeed for some reason, so thank you

9.

viagra kaufen says:
November 16, 2010 at 11:30 am
Nice post! GA is also my biggest earning. However, it’s not a much.
thanks !! very helpful post!
amazing stuff thanx

10.

dąbrowa says:
November 17, 2010 at 12:05 am
Hi guys, v. sorry 4 OT, just I wish to know, what do you think about polish castel’s term? In my thought it’s sad, so maybe we
have some possibility to cause with it… What is your feeling?

11.

organizacja charytatywna says:
November 17, 2010 at 11:51 am
Bardzo przepraszam, nie chciałbym stanowić przeszkodę spokoju tego blogu, że tak całkiem off-topic, ale szukamy wsparcia
finansowego na rehabilitację małego Alana. A nuż znajdą się na tym serwisie ludzie szczerego serca, jako że najmniejsza złotówka i
jakakolwiek natura poparcia będzie przyjęta z wdzięcznością. Wejdź http://www.alanek.org.pl i sprawdź w jaki sposób mógłbyś
wesprzeć Alana.

12.

Shavonne Mezzinni says:
November 17, 2010 at 12:27 pm
Good luck and thanks for the great article.I will are available back again.

13.

2011 challenger says:
November 17, 2010 at 9:49 pm
This is good stuff, its great to be in the know.

14.

urlop.pl says:
November 18, 2010 at 3:33 am
It is quite a functional point! Actually wanna display gratitude for that information you have divided. Just keep on creating this form
of content. I most certainly will be your constant subscriber. Thanks once more.

15.

Hair Loss Father says:
November 18, 2010 at 3:37 am
I am not going to lie this really is one of the few blogs I really enjoy reading and it’s because of high-quality information like this.
Keep up the fantastic job, these are very helpful blogposts.
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Juliet Meixelberger says:
November 18, 2010 at 10:58 am
Thanks for posting this, it was a good read!

17.

zakladanie akwariow says:
November 18, 2010 at 11:00 pm
Your site is wonderful. Thats why I will warn you – the subject you will be employing have bug while in the code. It’s fairly
effortless to gain admin degree entry. Verify wordpress.org themes subforum, alot more information there.

18.

Jacqualine Rodrigez says:
November 19, 2010 at 11:42 pm
Super-Duper site! I am loving it!! Will come back again – taking you feeds also, Thanks.

19.

chronic myeloid leukemia says:
November 20, 2010 at 1:09 pm
Thank you for give very nice knowledges. Your blog is very goodI am impressed by the information that you have on this blog. It
shows how well you understand this subject. Bookmarked this page, will come back for more. You, my friend, ROCK! I found
just the information I already searched everywhere and just couldn’t find. What a perfect site. Like this website your website is one
of my new favs.I like this website shown and it has given me some sort of desire to have success for some reason, so keep up the
good work

20.

separate says:
November 20, 2010 at 7:00 pm
Do you have any other similar blogs and/or related fields of expression. This information has caused in me some quasi-cascade
effect that has resulted in a great rearangement of my knowledge almost akin to a complete paradigm shift in the way I perceive the
world. Thank you so much for this and I bet you wil accumulate a ton of Karma and positive chi due to your wonderful undertaking
in this blog!

21.

pregnancy miracle says:
November 21, 2010 at 7:36 am
I wanted to thank you for this epic paragraph .I for sure favorite every little bit of it. I have you bookmarked your web site to see at
the current stuff you write.

22.

wamucards says:
November 21, 2010 at 11:35 am
Greetings, This particular internet webpage is seriously enjoyable and satisfaction to read. I’m an enormous fan from the subject
matter mentioned. I also benefit from studying the evaluations, but find out that alot of people ought to remain on dissertation to try
and add worth towards the authentic blog distribute. I would also motivate each person to book mark this web page to get a
favourite help to assist posted the appearance.
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wamucards says:
November 21, 2010 at 4:04 pm
Say thank you for this tips wonderful analysis; this could be the type of action that holds me although out the day.I have forever
prolonged been wanting close to to your web-site best right after I seen about these from a close companion and was happy when
I was in a very placement to come across it ideal after hunting out for a while. Becoming a experienced blogger, I’m grateful to
unearth out other folks taking gumption and adding in direction of the community. I just desired to assessment to exhibit my
understanding in your submit as it’s relatively pushing, and lots of internet writers will not get the credit score they must have. I am
beneficial I’ll be back again and can deliver out a handful of of my colleagues.

24.

Porfirio Defrain says:
November 21, 2010 at 6:27 pm
I got your web link, thanks. It seems to be down or not working. Does anyone have a backup link or mirror? Cool that would help
out.

25.

Alonzo Langholz says:
November 22, 2010 at 3:25 pm
I just StumbledUpon this. Not bad. I’ll give it a thumbs up.

26.

acute lymphoblastic leukemia says:
November 26, 2010 at 8:26 pm
Thank you for share very good knowledges.

27.

penny stock picks says:
November 27, 2010 at 3:25 am
great post, brilliant info!
http://pennystockpicks.co
penny stock picks

28.

nyc says:
November 27, 2010 at 9:52 am
Just discovered this site thru Google, what a way to brighten up my year!

29.

Delpha Mcelrath says:
November 27, 2010 at 10:25 am
Greetings! I want to say gracias for an exciting website about a something I’ve had an interest in for quite a few many years now. I
have been lurking and reading the posts avidly and just wanted to express my thanks for offering me with some really great posts.

30.

Mercury OEM Parts says:
November 27, 2010 at 10:50 pm
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One of the top ten informative posts ever.

31.

organizacje pożytku publicznego says:
November 28, 2010 at 1:29 am
Wielkie sorry, nie chciałbym stanowić przeszkodę spokoju tego blogu, że tak całkiem off-topic, ale poszukujemy wsparcia na
leczenie małego Alana. Być może są na tej stronce ludzie dobrego serca, dlatego że najmniejsza złotówka i jakakolwiek postać
poparcia będzie mile widziana. Otwórz http://www.alanek.org.pl i sprawdź jak możesz nam pomóc.

32.

Link Building says:
November 28, 2010 at 5:36 am
Love all the opinions expressed here! How is everyone? Love how everyone expresses whatr they feel

33.

samsung blu ray player says:
November 30, 2010 at 6:00 am
Took me time to read all the comments, but I really enjoyed the article. It proved to be Very helpful to me and I am sure to all the
commenters here! It’s always nice when you can not only be informed, but also entertained! I’m sure you had fun writing this
article.

34.

sears card says:
November 30, 2010 at 11:47 am
Hi there — I have to admit, I’m fascinated using your web page. I’d no difficulty directing as a result of all of the navigation bars
and also facts seemed to be super easy to gain access to. I came across things i desired right away in any respect. Very wonderful.
Would likely regards should you create boards or something like that, it becomes an ideal means for your current customers to be
able to communicate. Wonderful career!

35.

Melissa T. Bryan says:
November 30, 2010 at 2:10 pm
You completed various nice points there. I did a search on the subject and found nearly all persons will go along with with your
blog.

36.

testosterone supplements says:
December 1, 2010 at 3:53 am
I don’t necessarily agree however I can understand where you are coming from with that. At least it was well thought out.
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